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Creating pathways for women of diverse backgrounds to embrace biking as an everyday 
activity, and participate as riders, advocates and leaders to create strong communities and 
celebrate the joy of riding a bike. 
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Today’s Agenda 
•  Women Are Essential to the Future of the Bicycle Movement and Industry 

 
•  Women are still under-represented…but are having a significant impact on 

the economics of the bicycle movement and business.  
 

•  Women are the new majority and really understanding what women are 
saying and what their bicycling and bicycle wants and needs are has become 
vitally important! 
 

•  Women have to begin to have more impact on the bicycle business if the 
traditional mainstream commercial trade hopes to continue to be viable.  

•  Summary 
 

•  Q & A 
 



Women Are The Future 
Women Are Essential to the Future of the Bicycle 
Movement and Industry – the purpose of this webinar is to 
initiate a dialog and sound a wake up call to advocates, 
bike shop owners and industry leaders concerning the 
economic importance of this statement! 
 

 
 

 

$2.6	  billion 



Adult Female Bicyclist 
 



Adult Female Bicyclists 



Adult Female Bicyclists 



Adult Female Bicyclists 



Women in the bicycle movement and business 

 

Despite women being under-represented in all aspects 
of the bicycle movement and business they are having a 
significant impact on advocacy and the economics of the 
bicycle movement because they are working hard at their 
voices being heard and their presence felt.   



Women in the bicycle movement and bicycle 
business 



Women are the key to the future 
 

Women are not only the new majority, they are also the key 
to the future of the bicycle movement in America, and 
accordingly they are essential to the future of the bicycle 
business.   



Women are the key to the future 
 



Women are the key to the future 
 



Really understanding what Women are 
saying…. 
Really understanding what women are saying 
and what their bicycling and bicycle wants and needs are 
has become vitally important! 



Really understanding what Women are 
saying… 
Perhaps that was one of the points of the Bike Design Project, a collaboration 
Among Levi’s, the nonprofit group Oregon Manifest, and others. Here’s a 
quote from the project’s mission statement: 
 
“The two-wheeled revolution isn’t going to roll out on niche or specialty bikes. 
It’s going to be born on the streets, and it will be spread by the urban rider. 
 
“Most people want to lead healthier, more sustainable lives, yet they don’t 
consider themselves “cyclists.” The Bike Design Project is aimed at these 
citizen riders—inciting the creation of new bike designs that meet their 
everyday needs and provide a better transportation experience.” 



Really understanding what Women are 
saying… 



Really understanding what Women are 
saying… 



Women have to have more impact! 
Women have to begin to have more impact on the bicycle 
business if the traditional mainstream commercial trade 
hopes to continue to be viable.  
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Women have to have more impact! 



Summary 
•  Women Are Essential to the Future of the Bicycle Movement and Industry 

 
•  Women are still under-represented…but are having a significant impact on 

the economics of the bicycle movement and business.  
 

•  Women are the new majority and really understanding what women are 
saying and what their bicycling and bicycle wants and needs are has become 
vitally important! 
 

•  Women have to begin to have more impact on the bicycle business if the 
traditional mainstream commercial trade hopes to continue to be viable.  

 
•  Q & A 

 



Continue the conversation 
Sept 11, 2014 | Pittsburgh, Pa. 
bikeleague.org/futurebike  



Time for Questions! 



 
 
American Bicyclist Study 

 Metro Urban Report 
 Used Bike Report 
 Path to Purchase Report 

Visit us at: www.gluskintownleygroup.com 
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Thank you! 

Questions? Ideas?  
lizjones@bikeleague.org 
 


